Abstract: Aerosol indirect effects on precipitation were investigated in this study using a Global/Regional Integrated Model system (GRIMs) linked with a chemistry package devised for reducing the heavy computational burden occurring in common atmosphere-chemistry coupling models. The chemistry package was based on the Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport scheme of Weather Research and Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem), and five tracers that are relatively important for cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) formation were treated as prognostic variables. For coupling with the cloud physics processes in the GRIMs, the CCN number concentrations derived from the simplified chemistry package were utilized in the cumulus parameterization scheme (CPS) and the microphysics scheme (MPS). The simulated CCN number concentrations were higher than those used in original cloud physics schemes and, overall, the amount of incoming shortwave radiation reaching the ground was indirectly reduced by an increase in clouds owing to a high CCN. The amount of heavier precipitation increased over the tropics owing to the inclusion of enhanced riming effects under deep precipitating convection. The trend regarding the changes in non-convective precipitation was mixed depending on the atmospheric conditions. The increase in small-size cloud water owing to a suppressed autoconversion led to a reduction in precipitation. More precipitation can occur when ice particles fall under high CCN conditions owing to the accretion of cloud water by snow and graupel, along with their melting.
Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols indirectly affect the earth's energy budget by modifying the microphysical structure, lifetime, and coverage of clouds by serving as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). The importance of aerosol indirect effects has been emphasized more as an aspect of the earth's radiation budget with a high impact and high uncertainty compared to a direct effect [1] . The aerosol CCN effect has been incorporated into weather and climate models with or without chemistry processes. Historically, air quality and weather prediction models have been developed separately owing to a lack of computing resources, although this situation has recently changed through advances in computational performance and coupling systems [2] .
Many researchers have investigated aerosol indirect effects through a meteorological model coupled with a chemistry module from a climate perspective [3] [4] [5] . For weather forecasting models on a regional scale, aerosols effects have been coupled with precipitation algorithms [6, 7] . In such studies, the incorporation of aerosol CCN effects into weather or climate models has been accomplished by focusing on the microphysics. Grell and Freitas [8] added aerosol feedbacks in a convective parameterization scheme through the CCN-dependent autoconversion of cloud water into rain and evaporation of cloud droplets into water vapor. In their study, the authors showed a change in precipitation from the aerosol indirect effects although fixed CCN concentrations were assumed. 
Emission
Emissions of sea salt from the ocean, along with SO 2 and hydrophobic OC from anthropogenic activities and biomass burning, are necessary for the prediction of the selected tracers.
The emission of sea salt from the ocean is calculated as a function of the 10 m wind speed (u 10 ) and the sea salt radius (r; µm). The emission number flux F n (particles m −2 s −1 ) for a sea salt particle radius can be expressed using the empirical relationships derived from Gong et al. [15] and Monahan et al. [16] as follows:
dF n /dr = 1.373u 3 
where B = 0.38 − log 10 r /0.65. We consider sea salt with a radius ranging between 0.5 and 5.0 µm with a 0.05 µm interval. This emission number flux is converted into the mass flux under the assumption that the sea salt density in sea water is 2200 kg m −3 . In addition, SO 2 is emitted predominantly from fuel combustion and industrial processes and partly from biomass burning. The main source of hydrophobic OC is biomass burning. For anthropogenic activity and biomass burning emissions of SO 2 and OC, we used the monthly data with a spatial resolution of 0.5 • × 0.5 • produced as a part of the MACC/CityZEN EU (MACCity) project, which are available from the Ether/Emissions of atmospheric Compounds and Compilation of Ancillary Data (ECCAD) database (a more detailed description of the MACCity emission dataset is provided by Granier et al. [17] and Diehl et al. [18] ). In this study, July emission inventories for anthropogenic activity and biomass burning were used. The available emission data for anthropogenic activity and biomass burning are for 2016 and 2008, respectively.
Transport
The chemical species used in this study are treated as prognostic variables and, thus, their transport is simulated in the dynamic core of the GRIMs using a semi-Lagrangian scheme. Their vertical mixing is also considered through a dynamic process. The turbulent exchange coefficients, which are computed in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme [19] , are passed on to the chemistry package.
Dry/Wet Deposition
Gases and particles in the atmosphere are removed through dry and wet deposition. The dry deposition is an uptake at the earth surface, and its flux of species from the atmosphere to the surface is calculated by multiplying the concentration of the deposited species and the deposition velocity. The dry deposition velocity v d is governed by the aerodynamic resistance r a , the quasi-laminar layer resistance r b , and the surface resistance r c [20] as follows:
The resistances are defined as a function of the surface type and meteorological conditions [20, 21] , and for sea salt, the gravitational settling as a function of the particle size [22] is also included.
Wet deposition is an absorption into rain or cloud droplets and accounts for in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging of soluble species in convective cloud updraft and large-scale precipitation [12] . The scavenging ratios of species partitioned into their liquid phases are 1, 0, 0.8, and 1 for SO 4 , hydrophobic OC, hydrophilic OC, and sea salt, respectively. The scavenging ratio for SO 2 into the liquid phase is calculated using Henry's law. The amount of dissolved gas in a liquid is proportional to Henry's law constant (H). The Henry's law constant of SO 2 is expressed as a function of temperature (
T o and H o are a reference temperature of 298 K and Henry's law constant at this reference temperature (1.2 M atm −1 ), respectively. In addition, dH R is the enthalpy of a solution and has a value of 310 K. In-cloud scavenging of a convective cloud in the original WRF-Chem code is based on the Grell cumulus parameterization scheme (CPS). Because the CPS in the GRIMs is a simplified Arakawa-Schubert (SAS) scheme, the in-cloud scavenging scheme is modified by adding variables in CPS, passing them to the chemistry module, and revising the transport equation and conditions according to the SAS scheme. Wet deposition through large-scale scavenging is calculated as a function of the precipitation rate and vertical velocity. For below-cloud scavenging, the scavenging coefficient is an important factor. The scavenging coefficient for aerosol is simply expressed as a function of the washout time. Here, the washout time represents the amount of time required to remove all water from the cloud volume at the specified precipitation [23] .
Chemistry
The chemical reaction of SO 2 and the aging process of OC are included in the simplified chemistry package.
Sulfur dioxide is produced from emission sources and removed through SO 2 oxidation and aqueous chemistry, whereas SO 4 is formed from SO 2 oxidation through OH in the air and by H 2 O 2 in the clouds (see Table 1 ). The concentrations of OH and H 2 O 2 are prescribed from the monthly data of the Intermediate Model of Global Evolution of Species (IMAGES) [24] , and the diurnal variation of OH is considered using the cosine of the solar zenith angle. The amount of SO 2 oxidized by H 2 O 2 in the clouds is limited by the amount of H 2 O 2 available. In addition, SO 4 is also produced through a chemistry reaction of dimethyl sulfate (DMS) emitted from the sea, although the reactions associated with DMS are omitted herein to simplify the chemistry package because of the high cost of including the DMS chemistry. The DMS contains seven additional reactions which are two reactions with the hydroxyl radical and five reactions with the nitrate chlorine radical, chlorine monoxide, iodine monoxide, and bromine monoxide for the oxidation of DMS to SO 2 . The SO 4 formation could be slightly underestimated for this treatment.
The production and loss of OC through a chemistry reaction is not considered in the simplified chemistry package. The emitted OC is hydrophobic [25] [26] [27] . The OC becomes hydrophilic through an aging process [28, 29] , which is assumed to be an exponential decay lifetime of 1.15 days.
Linkage between Chemistry and Meteorology
The simulated concentrations of chemical species through an online coupling chemistry package are used for calculating the cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) for non-convective and convective clouds.
Linkage to Non-Convective Clouds
The WRF double-moment 6-class (WDM6) microphysics scheme (MPS) [30] , which deals with six water species, namely, water vapor, cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, and graupel, as well as the number concentrations of the CCN, cloud droplets, and rainwater, was implemented in the present study to consider the aerosol indirect effect by CCN, because a single-moment microphysics scheme does not consider the number concentration of the hydrometeor, which requires the CCN effect in microphysics. In the original WDM6 code, the number concentration of CCN (N CCN ) is a constant value (100 cm −3 ) and is not replenished. Instead of the initial N CCN of 100 cm −3 , as employed in [30] , a prognostic N CCN is applied. Commonly, N CCN applied to microphysics is calculated based on Kohler theory which accounts for aerosol size, but the GOCART scheme prognosticates only mass concentration of aerosol, not aerosol size. Therefore, the mass concentrations of the chemical species from the simplified chemistry package are converted into the number concentrations of the CCN using the following empirical relationships [31] :
2.41+0.5 log 10 (SO 4 )+0.13 log 10 (1.3OC hydrophilic ) ,
N CCN_Ocean = 10 2.41+0.5 log 10 (SO 4 )+0.13 log 10 (1.3OC hydrophilic )+0.05 log 10 (Seasalt) .
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In the above relations, the soluble species, namely, SO 4 , hydrophilic OC, and sea salt, are assumed to serve as CCN. The activated CCN number concentration is predicted based on the relationship between the number of activated CCN and the supersaturation [32, 33] when the relative humidity is greater than 100%. The detailed microphysics procedures are referred from [30] and [34] .
Linkage to Convective Clouds
An updated version of the SAS CPS [35, 36] was used in this study, and the CCN treatment was also added to consider the dependence of autoconversion rate and the precipitation efficiency on the CCN number concentration. Many studies have suggested that the precipitation of large-scale stratiform clouds is suppressed with an increase in the amount of aerosols [31, 37, 38] , whereas the aerosol effects on deep convective precipitation still remain a controversial problem [39] [40] [41] . Lerach et al. [42] showed that a decrease in the precipitation of supercell storms produces an increase in the amount of aerosols, whereas Wang [43] found that convective precipitation increases owing to a stronger convection caused by increasing the CCN up to a certain level. The complex precipitation response to increasing aerosols is due to the different atmospheric conditions and complicated coupling between the cloud microphysics and storm dynamics (e.g., [44] [45] [46] [47] ). However, there is general agreement that, under high humidity conditions typical of tropical convection, aerosols tend to invigorate deep convective clouds, while suppressing the precipitation from small clouds (e.g., [39] [40] [41] ).
The conversion rates of cloud condensate into convective precipitation and the evaporation efficiency in SAS are calculated using CCN factors. The SAS does not simulate the microphysical processes of the hydrometeors unlike MPS, and the CCN factors are roughly expressed. In this study, the CCN factors act by suppressing the convective precipitation under high CCN conditions for small warm-rain cumulus clouds. For deep convective clouds, the CCN factors work in the opposite way to consider the occurrence of more precipitation because there are high opportunities of accretion and a collision of ice particles when falling under high CCN conditions.
The conversion rate of cloud condensate into precipitation C 0 at level k is calculated according to [35] as follows:
where, T 0 = 0°C and α = (−0.7 ln[CCN(k bcon )] + 24) * 0.0001 based on Lim [48] . Here, CCN(k bcon ) indicates the number concentration of the CCN at the level of the cloud bottom (k bcon ). To consider more precipitation for deep convective clouds, the CCN factors are simply reversed when the cloud top temperature (T top ) is below the freezing level:
The number concentration of the CCN at the level of the convective cloud bottom (CCN(k bcon )) is used to maximize the effect of aerosols on the precipitation. The CCN factor (CCN f ) for the evaporation efficiency is expressed as follows:
and increases with the CCN concentration [45] . The evaporation efficiency (1-precipitation efficiency) is multiplied by CCN f when T top ≥ T 0 and is divided by CCN f when T top < T 0 , and thus more precipitation can occur for deep convective clouds. The linkage among the simplified chemistry package and MPS and CPS is shown in Figure 1 . Atmosphere 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 22 
Simulation Results

Experimental Setup
The model simulations were conducted in a grid spacing of T254L91, which is horizontal at a resolution pf approximately 50 km with 91 vertical layers from the surface to 1 Pa. The physics parameterization schemes employed in this study include the unified RRTMG [49] , WDM6 microphysics scheme [30] , SAS deep convective scheme [35, 36] , prognostic cloudiness scheme [50] , the Han and Pan [51] shallow convection scheme, the PBL scheme developed by Shin and Hong [19] , the Noah land surface model [52] , and the orographic and convective gravity wave drag parameterization schemes proposed by Kim and Arakawa [53] and Chun and Baik [54] , respectively.
Two experiments were carried out to investigate the aerosol indirect effects. One was a control simulation without the chemistry package in which the CCN number concentration for the MPS was initially fixed at 100 cm -3 (referred to as CTL; control). The other was a simulation using the prognostic CCN concentrations from the simplified chemistry package (EXP; experiment). Fifteen simulations were conducted over a 72 h forecasting period under the 15 initial conditions from July 1, 2017 to July 15, 2017. Analyses generated from the Korea Meteorological Administration's United Model forecasting system were used for the initial atmospheric conditions. All figures were drawn using 15 forecast averages of the daily mean of three-day (48-72 h) forecasts, which is frequently used for calculating the forecast skill in an NWP. The initial fields for the chemical species were obtained from the global atmospheric chemical transport Model for Ozone and Related chemical Tracers/Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (MOZART-4/GOES-5 [55] , the output of which is available at [56] ).
Spatial Distributions of the Simulated Chemical Species
The averaged concentrations from 700 to 950 hPa of the chemical species calculated in the simplified chemistry package are plotted in Figure 2 (see the first panel). In order to evaluate the accuracy of the simulated chemical species, observational data of aerosol species are more proper, but they are also limited in spatial or temporal coverage. Therefore, the species-wise aerosol Figure 1 . Relationship of the simplified chemistry package to the microphysics scheme (MPS) and the cumulus parameterization scheme (CPS). The soluble species that serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) from the chemistry package are in bold. N R and N C indicate the number of rain and cloud droplets, respectively, and P auto and P eff are factors for autoconversion and precipitation efficiency.
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Experimental Setup
Two experiments were carried out to investigate the aerosol indirect effects. One was a control simulation without the chemistry package in which the CCN number concentration for the MPS was initially fixed at 100 cm −3 (referred to as CTL; control). The other was a simulation using the prognostic CCN concentrations from the simplified chemistry package (EXP; experiment). Fifteen simulations were conducted over a 72 h forecasting period under the 15 initial conditions from July 1, 2017 to July 15, 2017. Analyses generated from the Korea Meteorological Administration's United Model forecasting system were used for the initial atmospheric conditions. All figures were drawn using 15 forecast averages of the daily mean of three-day (48-72 h) forecasts, which is frequently used for calculating the forecast skill in an NWP. The initial fields for the chemical species were obtained from the global atmospheric chemical transport Model for Ozone and Related chemical Tracers/Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (MOZART-4/GOES-5 [55] , the output of which is available at [56] ).
Spatial Distributions of the Simulated Chemical Species
The averaged concentrations from 700 to 950 hPa of the chemical species calculated in the simplified chemistry package are plotted in Figure 2 (see the first panel). In order to evaluate the accuracy of the simulated chemical species, observational data of aerosol species are more proper, but they are also limited in spatial or temporal coverage. Therefore, the species-wise aerosol reanalysis data, Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) reanalysis, are alternatively used for an evaluation of the simulated chemical species. The CAMS reanalysis builds on the experience gained during the production of the earlier MACC reanalysis and CAMS interim reanalysis and has been released for the period of 2003-2017. The CAMS reanalysis covers to 0.1 hPa with 60 hybrid sigma/pressure (model) levels in the vertical. The data can be archived from [57] and more details will be found at [58] . The spatial distributions of species-wise aerosols from CMAS reanalysis are also shown in Figure 
Comparison of NC and Radiation Flux
As shown in Figure 3 , the concentrations of simulated CCN and hydrometeors in EXP are compared with those in CTL. The number concentrations of the CCN (NCCN) obtained from the simplified chemistry package are generally much larger than those in CTL (Figure 3a) . For the CTL simulation, the initial CCN number concentration is fixed at 100 cm -3 without any spatial variation and there is no additional CCN source; thus, the number concentrations of CCN become less than 100 cm -3 with the forecasting time, and are consumed through microphysical processes and disappear in the atmosphere as a form of rain. The areas of low NCCN generally match the region where a high concentration of cloud water appears (Figure 3c ).
The CCN concentrations over land in EXP are generally greater than 100 cm -3 , which agrees From the GRIMs simulation, sulfur dioxide appears at high concentrations over Europe and East Asia where the industrial activities are vigorous, and over southern Africa where emissions from biomass burning frequently occur. In addition, SO 4 has a similar spatial distribution as SO 2 because SO 4 is generated from the oxidation of SO 2 . A large amount of SO 4 is also found in cloudy regions over the northern Pacific Ocean, eastern Atlantic Ocean, and coastal ocean off Peru because most of the transported SO 2 is converted into SO 4 by H 2 O 2 in the clouds. Levels, where hydrophobic and hydrophilic OC exist, include high over South Africa and China owing to emissions from biomass burning, which is consistent with Jeong and Wang [59] and Choi et al. [60] . Most sea salt is emitted at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere owing to strong winds, which agrees with the results of Chin et al. [12] . The spatial distributions of the GRIMs-simulated aerosols seem to be similar to those of species-wise aerosols from CAMS reanalysis except for the magnitude. The underestimation of the GRIMs-simulated aerosols could be induced by the several assumptions which are mentioned in Section 2. For an example, neglecting DMS chemistry in the simplified chemistry package of the GRIMs could induce the underestimation of SO 2 and SO 4 . The underestimation of the GRIMs-simulated aerosols could affect numbers of CCN, numbers of cloud droplets, and mixing ratios of clouds. As a sensitivity test, we ran the model with doubled aerosol concentrations and the results from the sensitivity were compared to those from the control experiment (with original aerosols) (see Figure A1) . The number concentration of CCN increased and, as an expected result, the number of cloud droplets also increased over the ocean. However, over the land, the change in CCN number concentration did not strongly affect the number of cloud droplets. The contrasting feedback to the ocean and land is due to the contrasting pattern of RH (relative humidity) over the ocean and land because CCN is activated when RH is higher than 100. Therefore, the increased CCN does not dramatically affect the simulation results (see the Figure A1 ). Moreover, when it was compared to other studies, the amount of the GRIMs-simulated aerosols seems to be reasonable. For an example, the global budget of three-day averaged SO 4 for 15 simulations in this study was 0.88 TgS, and this value is in the range (0.6-1.1 TgS) of other modeling studies reported by Rasch et al. [61] .
Comparison of N C and Radiation Flux
As shown in Figure 3 , the concentrations of simulated CCN and hydrometeors in EXP are compared with those in CTL. The number concentrations of the CCN (N CCN ) obtained from the simplified chemistry package are generally much larger than those in CTL (Figure 3a) . For the CTL simulation, the initial CCN number concentration is fixed at 100 cm −3 without any spatial variation and there is no additional CCN source; thus, the number concentrations of CCN become less than 100 cm −3 with the forecasting time, and are consumed through microphysical processes and disappear in the atmosphere as a form of rain. The areas of low N CCN generally match the region where a high concentration of cloud water appears (Figure 3c ).
The CCN concentrations over land in EXP are generally greater than 100 cm −3 , which agrees with the observational studies (e.g., [62] [63] [64] ). The high number concentrations of CCN in EXP, particularly over America, India, and China are comparable to those attained in previous studies (e.g., [65, 66] ). The global averaged CCN concentration from 700 to 950 hPa in EXP is 108.31 cm −3 , which is comparable to the annual averaged surface CCN concentration of 79.84 cm −3 determined by Adams and Seinfeld [67] .
The number concentration of cloud droplets (N C ) and the mixing ratio of cloud water (Q C ) for EXP are also much larger than those for CTL owing to the high CCN concentration estimated from the simplified chemistry package (Figure 3b,c) . For the EXP simulation, the spatial distributions of N CCN , N C , and Q C are consistent over the ocean, where the increase in N CCN induces enhanced cloud condensation. However, the inconsistency between N CCN and N C over land indicates that the cloud condensation is still not activated despite the increase in the CCN concentration. This implies that cloud condensation is extremely sensitive to relative humidity.
The domain-averaged downward shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes at the surface were calculated, as summarized in Table 2 . In this study, the aerosol concentrations from the simplified chemistry package do not affect radiation directly because of the aerosol direct feedback; therefore, the aerosol climatology was used in order to reduce the computing burden [60] . For this study, we focused only on the aerosol indirect effect. Overall, the amount of incoming shortwave radiation reaching the surface is reduced for the EXP run based on the increase in Q C under high aerosol conditions (Figure 3c ). The longwave radiation flux increases in the EXP because of the enhanced warm clouds. 
Precipitation Change
As mentioned in Section 4.3, the cloud condensation in the low-level atmosphere is changed owing to an increase in the CCN number concentration for the EXP simulation, and the change in the clouds can affect the precipitation.
The domain-averaged precipitation amounts for CTL and EXP are summarized in Table 2 . In general, the precipitation for the EXP run is increased. The mean difference in the convective rain amount between EXP and CTL (EXP minus CTL) is 0.004 mm day −1 (approximately a 0.17% increase for CTL), whereas that for the non-convective rain amount is 0.011 mm day −1 (approximately a 1.66% increase for CTL). Figure 4 shows the simulated precipitation fields for the CTL run and the precipitation difference between the EXP and CTL runs for convective and non-convective rains. Convective rain is concentrated around the equatorial region (Figure 4a ), whereas non-convective rain is spread out at middle to high latitudes (Figure 4b) . Although the concentration of CCN for EXP is generally higher than that for CTL, the effect of aerosols on the precipitation is not monotonic. The convective precipitation is generally decreased over land and increased over the equatorial ocean for EXP runs, whereas the trend of non-convective precipitation change for EXP is mixed.
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The CCN factors in the cumulus parameterization act by suppressing (stimulating) convective precipitation with the high CCN conditions for shallow (deep) clouds considered in this study as described in Section 3.2, resulting in increased convective precipitation over the equatorial ocean where deep convective clouds are dominant, and decreased convective precipitation over land. The CCN factors in the cumulus parameterization act by suppressing (stimulating) convective precipitation with the high CCN conditions for shallow (deep) clouds considered in this study as described in Section 3.2, resulting in increased convective precipitation over the equatorial ocean where deep convective clouds are dominant, and decreased convective precipitation over land.
Three regions were selected to investigate the non-convective precipitation change for EXP. Both Regions 1 and 2 are over the ocean, showing a negative and positive precipitation change, respectively. Region 3 is over land with positive precipitation change. Figure 5 shows the averaged vertical profiles of hydrometeors over the three regions for the CTL run and the differences between the EXP and CTL runs. In region 1, Q C is much higher than in other regions for the lower atmosphere, because lower clouds are frequently observed in the North Pacific, as shown in Figure 3c . The Q C for EXP increases significantly, whereas rain water concentration (Q R ) for EXP decreases (Figure 5b) . The increased Qc for EXP is due to the high concentration of CCN and it might be difficult for hydrometeors to grow into sufficiently large particles under high aerosol conditions. The mean diameters of Qc averaged from the values of 700 to 950 hPa for Region 1 for CTL and EXP are 12.76 and 3.10 µm, respectively. The vertical profile of the hydrometeors for Region 2 is similar to that for Region 1, whereas Q C is much smaller, and ice-phase hydrometeors (cloud ice, snow, and graupel) are also observed in the lower atmosphere, because of the low temperature (Figure 5c ). The cloud ice and snow concentrations (Q I and Q S ) are increased remarkably for EXP at the lower atmosphere (Figure 5d) . The difference in cloud ice and snow in Regions 1 and 2 could be why the positive (negative) precipitation feedback occurs in Region 2 (Region 1), although the CCN increases in both of Regions 1 and 2. In Region 2, the increased cloud ice and snow indicate the relatively fast growth of cold-phase cloud, compared to warm-phase cloud, which can induce an increase in precipitation, which is described visually in Figure 6 .
Region 3 shows the lowest concentrations of hydrometeors among the three regions, indicating dry conditions over land. The difference in Q C between EXP and CTL is much smaller compared to the other regions (Figure 5f ) because the activated CCN is small owing to the low relative humidity (RH), leading to a small effect of CCN despite the large CCN concentration for EXP.
The processes affecting the concentration of rain water in the MPS are compared for the three regions in Figure 6 . One point is selected for each region and the vertical profiles of source/sink processes (see Appendix A) for rain water at a specific time step are investigated. The sum of the source/sink processes for the CTL is much larger than that for EXP for Region 1 where the precipitation for CTL is larger than that of EXP (Figure 6a ), whereas the process sum for CTL is much smaller for Regions 2 and 3 where the precipitation increases for EXP (Figure 6d,g ).
The value of Q R in Region 1 for CTL is generated mainly through an autoconversion (praut), whereas that for EXP occurs mainly through the accretion of rain water (pracw). The autoconversion also occurs for EXP, although the amount is much less compared to that for CTL owing to the small size of cloud water. Because of the high CCN concentration, cloud water with small size has a high number concentration and difficulty increasing into rain water, remaining as cloud water in the atmosphere for Region 1, leading to an increase in the cloud lifetime and a reduction in the amount of precipitation.
For the CTL run over Region 2, an autoconversion is dominant for the generation of rain water and other processes are negligible. However, most rain water is evaporated and changed back to cloud water, and not much precipitation occurs. For the EXP run over Region 2, however, no autoconversion occurs because of the cloud water's small size (less than 15 µm) and high CCN concentrations. Instead of an autoconversion, the accretion of cloud water by snow/graupel and rain (paacw, pracw), and the melting of graupel and snow (pgmlt, psmlt) frequently occur, producing rain water. A high concentration of cloud ice and snow for EXP (Figure 5d ) helps a generation of rain water, resulting in a positive precipitation change for EXP. This result is similar to a study by Lkhamjav et al. [68] , who showed that the increase in mass content of snow particles contributes to a larger surface precipitation amount through melting and collision-coalescence.
For the EXP run over Region 3, autoconversion occurs for the lower altitude, whereas most of the rain water is evaporated because of low RH. The rain water generated at the middle altitude mainly through accretion of cloud water by rain (pracw) falls to the ground resulting in positive precipitation change for the EXP run. The processes affecting the concentration of rain water in the MPS are compared for the three regions in Figure 6 . One point is selected for each region and the vertical profiles of source/sink processes (see Appendix A) for rain water at a specific time step are investigated. The sum of the source/sink processes for the CTL is much larger than that for EXP for Region 1 where the precipitation for CTL is larger than that of EXP (Figure 6a ), whereas the process sum for CTL is much smaller for Regions 2 and 3 where the precipitation increases for EXP (Figure 6d,g ). Table A1 .
The value of QR in Region 1 for CTL is generated mainly through an autoconversion (praut), whereas that for EXP occurs mainly through the accretion of rain water (pracw). The autoconversion also occurs for EXP, although the amount is much less compared to that for CTL owing to the small size of cloud water. Because of the high CCN concentration, cloud water with small size has a high The symbols for each process are described in Table A1 .
As shown in Figures 5 and 6 , the effect of aerosols on the precipitation is not monotonic. The precipitation can be increased or decreased depending on the atmospheric conditions, such as vertical distributions of the hydrometeors, temperature, and RH. When cloud water with a small size is generated under high aerosol conditions, little autoconversion occurs and the precipitation can be reduced. More precipitation can occur when ice particles are under high CCN conditions because there are high opportunities of accretion and collision with the remaining cloud water that cannot increase into rain water.
The bias score and equitable threat score (ETS) of the simulated precipitation against a Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-Satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) [69] for the globe were calculated for CTL and EXP (Figure 7 ). Heavy precipitation increases for the EXP run, and the ETS is slightly improved. Most improvements seem to be caused by the enhanced deep convection over the tropics. The decrease of precipitation over the Asia region could be due to the increase of CCN number concentration via shallow convection and microphysics processes. Although the bias score for the precipitation becomes far from 1, ETS is better for EXP than for CTL, which implies that the spatial pattern of the precipitation for EXP is also slightly improved. Although the changes of bias score and ETS of the precipitation in EXP simulation are small, the improvement implies that the complicated change in the precipitation distribution in Figure 4 is a positive feedback of modification with prognostic aerosols from the simplified chemistry package.
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The bias score and equitable threat score (ETS) of the simulated precipitation against a Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-Satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) [69] for the globe were calculated for CTL and EXP (Figure 7 ). Heavy precipitation increases for the EXP run, and the ETS is slightly improved. Most improvements seem to be caused by the enhanced deep convection over the tropics. The decrease of precipitation over the Asia region could be due to the increase of CCN number concentration via shallow convection and microphysics processes. Although the bias score for the precipitation becomes far from 1, ETS is better for EXP than for CTL, which implies that the spatial pattern of the precipitation for EXP is also slightly improved. Although the changes of bias score and ETS of the precipitation in EXP simulation are small, the improvement implies that the complicated change in the precipitation distribution in Figure 4 is a positive feedback of modification with prognostic aerosols from the simplified chemistry package. 
Summary
To incorporate the indirect aerosol effects in the global forecasting model, GRIMs-a simplified chemistry package based on the GOCART scheme of WRF-Chem-was implemented. Five tracers, namely, SO 2 , SO 4 , hydrophobic OC, hydrophilic OC, and sea salt, along with their emission, transport, deposition, and chemical processes, were considered in a simplified chemistry package. The simulated mass concentration of soluble chemical species was converted into the number concentrations of the CCN, which were applied to the precipitation algorithms, MPS and CPS. The increased CCN concentration is assumed to act on reducing (enhancing) shallow (deep) convective cloud precipitation for CPS.
To investigate the sensitivities, model simulations were conducted with and without the simplified chemistry package. The cloud water increases from an increase in the CCN when the chemistry package is coupled, resulting in a decrease in downward shortwave radiation at the surface. The effect of aerosols on the precipitation is not monotonic. For deep convective clouds, precipitation activities are intensified as a result of including the enhanced riming effect for ice particles when the aerosol concentration is high. The trend of non-convective precipitation change is mixed depending on the atmospheric conditions. When cloud water with a small size is generated under high aerosol conditions, little autoconversion occurs and the precipitation is reduced. More precipitation can occur when ice particles are falling under high CCN conditions owing to the accretion of cloud water by snow/graupel and rain and the melting of graupel and snow.
The study presented herein is limited in scope in that it considered only sulfate, OC, and sea salt, neglecting important aerosol constituents such as nitrate and secondary organic carbon. In addition, the particle size is an extremely important factor when the particles serve as CCN; however, the particle size was not considered in this study. Nevertheless, the main advantage of the global weather forecasting model coupled with a simplified chemistry package is the possibility of considering the aerosol feedback mechanisms without interpolations in space and time. Combining two modeling systems requires a high CPU time, which we overcame to a certain degree by adopting a simplified chemistry package. In this study, the computational time for the EXP run was 1.27-times as long as that for the CTL run. For our next study, seasonal simulations will be conducted to investigate the aerosol-thermodynamics-dynamics interactions. 
